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ABSTRACT 
We prove that the natural extension of the (measure preserving) map T : S” + S” (1 < IS/ < M) 
defined by (T,x)~ = F(xi+/,. ,I,+, , ) x E S*, i E b, where F is right (respectively, left) permutative. 
is a K-automorphism, unless r = 0 (respectively, / = 0). From this we conclude that, except for the 
identity and the involution, the Wolfram’s elementary cellular automata have the K-property 
whenever they are onto. 
1. PRELIMINARIES, THE MAIN RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Let S be a finite set with more than one element and let X = S”, i.e. X is the 
set of doubly infinite sequences of symbols from S. When equipped with the 
Tikhonov topology of a direct product, X is a totally-disconnected compact 
space. The shif is the homeomorphism 7 : X -+ X defined by (7.x); = Xi+ 1% 
x E X, i E Z. A continuous map T : X + X commuting with the shift (i.e. such 
that T o 7 = 7 o T) is called a cellular automaton. It is well known (see [4]) that 
T : X -+ X is a cellular automaton if and only if there exist I, r E Z with 1 5 r 
and a mapping F : Sr-‘+’ -+ S such that 
(T-X), = F(xi+l,. . ,xi+r) 
for all x E X, i E Z. We call the mapping F the rule of T and the interval [I, r] the 
range of T. 
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Denote by p the Bernoulli measure on X = S” defined by the uniform prob- 
ability vector (IS]-‘, . . . , [Sl-‘). It was shown in [3] that a cellular automaton 
T : X ---) X is onto if and only if it preserves the measure p. So, all the surjective 
cellular automata on X have a common ‘natural’ invariant probability measure 
which is also shift invariant. Now we can study the dynamics of the cellular 
automaton by looking into the ergodic properties of the dynamical system 
(X, f3, CL, T), where B stands for the Bore1 g-algebra of X. 
Following [4], we say that a mapping (rule) F : S” -+ S is right (respectively, 
left) permutative if for every (xi,. . . ,xIII_-l) E S”-’ the map X, H 
F(q, . . . , x, _ 1, xm) (respectively, x0 H F(xo, x1, . . . , x, _ I)) is a bijection. It is 
readily verified (see [4]) that if a cellular automaton T has a right or left per- 
mutative rule, then T is onto or, equivalently, T preserves the measure 1-1. In this 
note we continue the study of ergodic properties of cellular automata with 
right/left permutative rules that we started in [6]. Our main purpose here is to 
establish the following 
Theorem. Let T : X -+ X be a cellular automaton with the rule F : Sr-t+’ + S 
and the range [I, r]. Suppose that at least one of the following two conditions is 
satisfied: 
(RP) the rule Fis rightpermutative and r # 0; 
(LP) the rule F is leftpermutative and I# 0. 
Then the natural extension of the dynamical system (X, 13, p, T) is a K-auto- 
morphism. 
The K-property (see e.g. [l]) basically means that the dynamical system can 
be encoded into a stationary random process which obeys the Kolmogorov’s 
zero-one law. It is known (see [ 11) that the K-property of the natural extension 
of T implies that T has completely positive entropy (i.e. all its nontrivial factors 
have positive entropy) and that T is mixing of every order. 
Remark 1. If the cellular automaton T is invertible or almost everywhere in- 
vertible (i.e. if (T-l (y)( = 1 for p-almost every y E X) taking the natural ex- 
tension is redundant. If such a T satisfies the conditions of theorem then 
(X, LJ, 1-1, T) is itself a K-automorphism. 
Example. The cellular automaton T : (0, 1)” -+ (0, 1)" defined by (TX), = 
xi + nTE1 (xi+k + bk) (mod 2), where (bl, . . . , b,) E (0, 1)” is some fixed 
aperiodic word, has been studied in [2]. It was proved in [2] that T is almost 
everywhere invertible and has zero measure theoretic entropy with respect to 
p. From our theorem it follows that for any integer n # 0 the map T o 9’ is a 
K-automorphism (with respect to the measure ,u). 
Remark 2. In [6] we proved that under stricter conditions, namely, if F is right 
permutative and 0 5 I 5 r (or F is left permutative and I 2 r 5 0), the natural 
extension of the dynamical system (X, Z?, p, T) is, in fact, Bernoulli. We do 
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not know any example of a surjective cellular automaton whose natural ex- 
tension has the K-property, but is not Bernoulli. This suggests the following 
problems. 
Problem 1. Is it true that under the conditions of Theorem the natural exten- 
sion of the dynamical system (X, B, CL, T) is Bernoulli? 
Problem 2. Is there a surjective cellular automaton T such that the natural ex- 
tension of the dynamical system (X, B, p, T) is a K-automorphism, but not a 
Bernoulli automorphism? 
2. ELEMENTARY CELLULAR AUTOMATA 
Here we would like to mention a curious implication of our theorem for the 
so called elementary cellular automata, i.e. those acting on (0, 1)" and having 
the range [-1, 11. One can easily calculate that there are 256 such cellular 
automata. So, they are canonically numbered and are often referred to by their 
numerical labels (see [7]). These cellular automata have been an object of an 
extensive experimental exploration (see e.g. [7]). 
It can be directly verified that an elementary cellular automaton given by 
( Tx)~ = F(xi_ 1, Xi, xi+ I), i E Z is surjective if and only if its rule F : (0, 1}3 -+ 
(0, l} has one of the following forms: c+x_t, C+XO, cfxt, cs x-1 +x0, 
c+x-1+x1, c+xo+x1, c+x_1+a_l+x1, c+x-1+(xo+a)(x,+b), c+ 
(X--l + a)(xo + b) + x1, where a, b, c E (0, l}, and all the arithmetic is (mod 2). 
Observe that all these rules except F(x_1, x0, xl) = c + x0 are right or left (or 
both) permutative. The cellular automaton T defined by F(x_1, x0, xl) = c + NO 
is the identity, if c = 0, and is the involution (T * = id), if c = 1. Thus, applying 
Theorem we obtain the following 
Corollary 2. Let T : (0, l}” -+ (0, 1)” be a surjective lementary cellular auto- 
maton. If T is neither the identity nor the involution, then the natural extension of 
(X, B, p, T) is a K-automorphism. 
So, it turns out that a surjective elementary cellular automaton is either 
periodic, or its natural extension has the K-property. Loosely speaking, the 
dynamics of these maps is either extremely regular, or very chaotic. 
3. NATURAL EXTENSION 
Recall that the natural extension of an endomorphism (X, t3, p, T) is the 
automorphism (9, f?, b, ?) (unique up to an isomorphism) such that there is a 
factor map f#~ : (2, & ji, f) + (X,B,p, T) with ?“4-‘!3 T 6 as n --f CQ. In this 
section we give a construction of the natural extension of a cellular automaton 
T and introduce some notations which we will use in the proof of the theorem. 
Given a surjective cellular automaton T with the rule F : SrP’+’ + S and 
the range [I, r], we define 
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2 = {a E S”*: X(i,j+i) = F(X(i+l,j), . . . ,Xci+r,jJ) for all (i,j) E Z2}. 
The set _? is a closed subset of S”’ invariant under the shift homeomorphisms 
P and + defined by (PY?)ci,j) = x(i,j+i), (+i)(i,jJ = x(i+i,j). In fact, B is a two- 
dimensional subshift of finite type (see [5] for a general discussion of these ob- 
jects). By f? we denote the Bore1 g-algebra of 2. Given integersj,p, q withp 5 q 
and a word (up,. . . , a4) E Sq-P+’ we define the cylinder set Ci,,(u,, . . . , aq) = 
{i E 2: X(i,j) = a, for p 5 i 5 q}. The semi-algebra of cylinder sets generates 
the a-algebra 8. Setting 
lw$q(ap,. . . > q 
u )) = IsI-(q-P+‘) 
uniquely defines a probability measure $ on (2, k). 
Given j,p, q E Z we denote by Bj, o. the a-algebra generated by the semi- 
algebra {C~,,+,(u,, . . . ,u~+~): n L 0, (up,. . . ,upfn) E Sn+‘}, and by @,,, 
the a-algebra generated by the semi-algebra {C&n,q(uq_n,. , . ,uq): n > 0, 
bq-?I,. . . , uq) E S”+ ‘}. Also, let B’ = Vp”= _-03 Dp’,o3 = V4OO__-M LIi,,,. The fol- 
lowing are some elementary properties of these a-algebras: 
(1) f?’ = Va” for all j E Z; 
(2) $&i c Z?i+[ oo,Z3i~~q C 13i,,q+r for all j,p,q E Z; 
(3) B+ t B as j I, 00. 
(Here and further on all the inclusions and equalities involving cr-algebras are 
modulo null-sets.) 
From (1) and (3) it is clear that the automorphism (2, & fi, p) is the natural 
extension of the endomorphism (X, B, p, T). 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 
To prove Theorem it suffices to carry out the proof under the assumption that 
(RP) holds, i.e. that F is right permutative and Y # 0 (the proof for (LP) is 
completely symmetric). If I < r < 0, then (8, B, fi, p) is a K-automorphism by 
Theorem 2.4 of [6]. So, for the rest of the proof we assume that F is right per- 
mutative and Y > 0. 
From the right permutativity of F it follows that for any j,p, q, u E Z withp 5 q 
and u 5 p + I, and any two words (up,. . . , uq) E Sq-p+‘, (b,, . . b .> p+r-1 )E 
S~f’~Utheintersection~~1C~,q(up,,...,uq)nC~p+,_,(b,,...,bp+,_~)isequal 
to a cylinder set of the form C,“, q+r(du, . . . , dy+r) (where d, = bi for u 5 
i < p + r - 1) and, hence, has measure 
fi(PCj (a p.q P,..., uq)nC~p+,-,(b,,...,h,+,-l)) 
= ISI- (q+r-u+l) = W”,,(a,,. . .,ap))b(c,j,+,_,(b,,. . .rbp+r-I)). 
Fix any p E Z. The collection of cylinder sets {C/,,(u,, . . . , uq): q > p, 
(up,. . . ,a,) E sq,-p+’ } generates the a-algebra BL,oo, and the collection of 
cylindersets{C~,,+,_,(b, ..., bp+,_l):uI:p+Z,(b, ,..., bp+r_l) ESJ’+~-~} 
generates the u-algebra &iu,p + r _ 1. Therefore, from the above observation we 
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conclude that for any j E Z and any A E I3:,2 = F”f3;,, and B E t?~m,p+rP, 
we have fi(A fl B) = fi(A),C(B). Now observe that for any integer n > 0 the 
iteration Tn of our cellular automaton is itself a cellular automaton with the 
range [nl,nr] and a right permutative rule. Thus, by applying the argument 
above to T”, n > 0 we prove the following 
Lemma. For any p E Z the a-algebras $2 and t3!, p+nr _ , are b-independent 
(i.e.Act3~~,BEt3’ -oc,p+nr-l implies riL(A n B) = &A&(B)). 
Now we are going to show that the a-algebra A = V,?Yo l?lL,o has the fol- 
lowing properties: 
(i) A c ?‘-‘A; 
(ii) V,“=_, ?“A = a^; 
(iii) n,“= _-3c F”A is the trivial a-algebra of 8. 
The property (i) is obvious. To prove (ii) we notice that the g-algebra 
consists precisely of those Bore1 sets that can be described in terms of co- 
ordinates x~~,~) with i 5 0. But this c-algebra is, in fact, the entire 2% The easiest 
way to see this is to observe that, since F is right permutative and r > 0, for 
every .t E Ji? and every j E Z the coordinates xc_,+,+ I.~). . . . ,-x(-l,j:l,x(o,j) and 
x-,+ 1. j+ 1) uniquely determine the coordinate xci,j). Therefore, the coordinates 
X(i,j)T i 2 0, -co < j < 0~) determine the coordinates x(1.,), --co < j < co. and, 
hence (by induction), the whole i. This implies V,E ~‘x a:&,, = fi proving (ii). 
Now let us prove that (iii) holds. Take any sets A E fir=_, p”A and B E fi 
and any E > 0. Then, since o^ = V,EO VzzO a::&, there exist integers J = 
J(E) > 0, M = M(E) > 0 and a set B, E l?Ih oc such that fi(BABc) < E. Pick an 
integer N > J + M/r. Then we have A E F’A = V~xxo t31c,ik. Clearly, there 
exists an integer K = K(E) > 0 and a set A, E Vfzo l?Iz.;” such that b(AAA,) < 
E. But f?--,“,i” c f?;$k,_,, , 0 < k 5 K, and, hence, V,“=, SZ<,,’ c t3:L,;z. 
Thus AE E I?::,;/ c’l312?:$+ (,,,+ K _J)r (remark that N > J + A4/r implies 
rK < -M + (N + K - J)r) and B, E f3$, 33. Therefore, applying Lemma 
yields fi(Ap n B,) = fi(A,)b(B,). Now from fi(AAA,) < E, jl(BAB,) < E we ob- 
tain Ib(AE n BE) - fi(A n B)I < 2~ and Ib(A,)b(B,) - b(A),&(B)1 < 2&, and 
therefore Ib(A n B) - b(A)fi(B)I < 4~. Since the last inequality holds for an) 
E :> 0, we have 
fi(A n B) = b(A)@(B) for all A E 6 ?“A, B E a^. 
0=--x 
This implies triviality of the a-algebra nr= _-3c fnA proving (iii). 
It follows from (i)-(iii) that ?’ is a K-automorphism, but this is the case if 
and only if F is a K-automorphism. This completes the proof. [7 
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